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THE RETURN OF THE JERUSALEM PEACEMAKERS		5.3.08

Sheikh Abdul Aziz Bukhari and Rodef Shalom Eliyahu McLean have been to several of these Edinburgh Spirituality and Peace Festivals, telling us of inspirational work that goes on largely unreported. They bring Arabs and Jews, Palestinians and Israelis, together in their own homes in Jerusalem, and recently in a shared meal for 800 in the house of a Christian priest. They work for the healing of two traumatised and wounded peoples (within each of which there are factions) by reconciliation, without which a political resolution would be unlikely to last. We must all learn to acknowledge and respect others, to “avoid the tyranny of certitudes, to come back to the heart, and give from the heart. “

They spoke again of the Sulha Peace Project, “a grassroots organisation for the healing and reconciliation of the Children of Abraham ... embodying a new language of Peace and developing a culture of co-existence inspired by the indigenous Middle Eastern process of mediation, Sulha.” This has grown over several years, working continuously but holding a gathering bringing, by now, thousands of people of many faiths together for several days each year. These include young Palestinians and Israelis who call themselves Sulhitas, a Bereaved Families Forum, and last year even the soldiers had a tent along with the others. Look at www.sulha.com. 

These passionate and practical men are always top of the bill for me.

MINDFUL PEACE WALK

A gentle and silent walk on Sunday morning in the Botanical Gardens, led by followers of the Vietnmese  Zen Buddhist Master Thich Nhat Hanh, to help increase awareness of ourselves, right here and right now, of those with whom we walk, and of our immediate surroundings. A different kind of surrender.

HOSTED MEAL

The Edinburgh Subud Group provided a simple meal for Festival participants for the third successive year. These are convivial occasions when folk can meet and share what they have learned, and make new friendships. About 40 came this year, including some of those who had spoken or held workshops; and one of the Festival directors who suggested we might do it again next year – we’ll see. There was no grant to help pay for the venue and catering this time, which was probably good for us, so we were grateful for some very generous donations




MAIN LECTURE: Spiritual approaches to Peace and Ecology in the Islamic World

A distinguished Sufi scholar originally from Iran, Professor Seyyed Hossein Nasr with great erudition drew together several essential aspects of these topics, acknowledging that each was vast in itself. I have to confess that although I seemed to understand much of it at the time, it has now become rather foggy and I cannot summarise it adequately. I do have two strong recollections though, and my reactions to them. I hope I get them right. 

First, that Jewish and Christian teachings are essentially about man’s relationship with God and his fellow men, and the Bible says relatively little about the physical world; while the Koran describes more of the natural world in which man meets and worships Allah. To me this suggests a difference between the so-called Judeo-Christian attitude of the dominion of man in and over the world, and that of the early Islamic world in which there was a remarkable flourishing of the natural sciences. I hope that, in our turbulent times, these attitudes are merging to help bring a common understanding to our needs for compassion for our fellow men and our shared and wounded world.

My second recollection is of Professor Nasr’s answer to a question about what might bring mankind sufficiently close in mutual respect and understanding to work together for our world. His response was instant and shocking: a natural or man-made catastrophe of such magnitude and so awful (awe-full) that individuals and states could only survive by renouncing self-interest for the common good. 

I hope the talk will be reproduced in some form so it can be read and reflected on.

